In today's fast-changing economic environment, one thing remains the same: the need for a talented workforce. To help provide a better picture of Minnesota's STEM workforce demand, MHTA has put together a series of weekly workforce updates. Data for these reports is provided by TalentNeuron with analysis support from Real Time Talent.

**Top 10 Employers Hiring Now**

1. Medtronic - 224
2. Boston Scientific - 212
3. 3M Company - 169
4. State of Minnesota - 163
5. University of Minnesota - 131
6. Abbott Laboratories - 93
7. Burns & McDonnell - 91
8. Forest Service - 82
9. Seagate Technology - 79
10. General Mills - 70

**Top 10 Job Titles**

1. Manufacturing Engineer
2. Quality Engineer
3. Electrical Engineer
4. Laboratory Technician
5. Mechanical Engineer
6. Quality Technician
7. Project Engineer
8. Senior Quality Engineer
9. Process Engineer
10. Engineering Technician

**Top 5 Skills**

1. Microsoft Office
2. Medical devices
3. Quality Assurance (QA)
4. Microsoft Powerpoint
5. Quality Systems

The Minnesota High Tech Association is a nonprofit organization that connects Minnesota's science and technology community. To learn more about MHTA's workforce initiatives, go to Mhta.org.